Delayed Diagnosis and Surgical Management for Gluteus Medius/Minimus Calcific Tendinopathy with Heterotopic Ossification: A Case Report
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Abstract
A 72-year-old female experienced acute onset right lateral hip pain after repetitive golf swings that a physical therapist originally diagnosed as Greater Trochanteric Pain Syndrome (GTPS). The patient experienced positive gains with physical therapy techniques but eventually reached a plateau in gains and was unresponsive to all physician-based interventions aimed at treating the spine and hip during an 18-month period. An open surgical procedure was performed and revealed calcific tendinopathy of the gluteus medius and minimus and a heterotopic ossification. This finding contradicted numerous imaging studies and physician’s opinions prior to the surgical procedure. The surgical procedure resulted in immediate symptoms’ relief that surpassed all previous interventions and with the help of physical therapy the patient returned to normal as was seen via her Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) responses and the Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS) values.
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Introduction/ Background
Mechanical hip pain is difficult to diagnose due to its close proximity to the lumbar spine and pelvis. Lumbar spine pain prevalence is estimated to be 54-84% [1] in a lifetime. The diagnosis of somatic hip pain can be difficult as the lumbar spine can radiate pain and symptoms to the hip region. Konstantinou K et al [2], found that those with low back pain were 2-42% more likely to report lower extremity radiating symptoms. Due to the potential for lumbar spine-based radiating pain into the lower extremity there might lie a bias towards prematurely diagnosing hip pain as a lumbar spine pathology [3]. Due to the difficulty in diagnosing hip pathology the lumbar spine and pelvis should be ruled out, along with any red flags [4] as potential pain generators prior to treatment. The purpose of this case report is to highlight (1) the clinical reasoning process and diagnosis of Greater Trochanteric Pain Syndrome (GTPS), specifically calcific tendinitis and (2) the positive effect of surgery and physical therapy on the patient’s function and pain.

Case Report
History
A 72-year-old female presented to physical therapy on numerous occasions over an 18-month period with a chief complaint of right lateral hip pain. The patient’s original mechanism of injury was repetitive swinging of a golf club and her initial pain was a dull ache and an occasional catching sensation at

FIGURE 1: Patient’s original hip pain location - August 2018
the hip’s dorsolateral greater trochanter. Her pain also included radiant tightness that extended to the distal lateral and dorsal thigh (Figure 1) with occasional extension of symptoms to the lateral foot [5]. After numerous secondary opinions (x4), one hip radiograph, three Magnetic Resonance Images (MRIs), one greater trochanteric bursal corticosteroid injection, three lumbar spine epidural steroid injections, and one gluteus medius/minimus tendon platelet-enriched plasma/stem cell injection [6] she was finally diagnosed post-surgically with calcific tendinitis of the gluteus medius/minimus tendon with the presence of a heterotopic ossification.

**Examination**

The patient had no previous medical history of right hip or lumbar spine pain. Her pain on the Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) at the time of the initial evaluation was 1/10 with 8/10 reported at its worst. The patient was taking prescription strength anti-inflammatories (Ibuprofen 800mg) as well as other existing prescriptions Synthroid, Lipitor, and Singulair. Lateral and dorsal hip structures visualization indicated gluteal atrophy. The patient demonstrated an antalgic compensatory Trendelenburg gait pattern and a positive single leg balance test that generated right hip pain in standing. Supine passive range of motion hip flexion, external rotation from 90° of hip flexion, and prone internal rotation from a 0° hip position were all painful with no deficits in motion. Resisted hip flexion, adduction from 90° of flexion, side lying abduction and prone internal rotation demonstrated normal strength grades with all causing lateral hip pain. Supine gluteus medius and maximus bursal testing through passive hip flexion, adduction and external/ internal rotation generated lateral hip pain. Palpation of the gluteal tendon insertions (Figure 2) on the proximal dorsolateral greater trochanter along with the ischial tuberosity were painful. The patient displayed numerous spinal and pelvic ring positive tests including a right lower extremity straight leg raise test [7] with symptom changes experienced with cervical flexion and ankle plantar flexion actions, sacroiliac dorsolateral and ventromedial tests, and a supine thigh thrust test. In prone on elbows position the L5 spinous process was more pronounced when compared to a prone position indicating a potential L5 retrolisthesis and lastly, the patient demonstrated right lower extremity altered dermatomal sensation in the S1 nerve distribution.

**Clinical Impression**

Following a thorough physical therapy lumbar spine and hip examination it was determined that the patient’s pain originated at the hip (gluteus medius muscle, gluteal bursae) with a diagnosis of GTPS. Once hip images were obtained and viewed (Figures 3A & B) GTPS was confirmed. The diagnosis of GTPS was further corroborated by the surgical procedure 18-months later that found gluteus medius/minimus calcific tendinitis and the presence of a heterotopic ossification. The radiant symptoms into the lower extremity were initially deemed the result of lumbar spine radiculopathy from central and/or foraminal canal diameter changes due to degenerative disc disease and a L5 retrolisthesis, which was verified by the lumbar spine MRI. Differential diagnosis of sciatic nerve irritation was possible sensitization resulting from the concurrent GTPS.

**Treatment/Intervention**

Treatment originally addressed the potential contribution of the lumbar spine and sciatic nerve irritation through lumbar spine soft tissue mobilization, intervertebral foraminal space opening techniques (3-D lumbar spine axial separation), and neural flossing techniques for nerve mobility and swelling reduction [8]. Initially, until surgical correction, the local hip pain was treated with the application of transverse friction [9] to the insertion of the gluteus medius and minimus tendons at the greater trochanter with initial positive benefits that unfortunately plateaued over time. To address core muscle weakness neuromotor exercises were prescribed [10]. To address hip neuromotor control and strength deficits select hip muscle activation and strengthening exercises [11] were performed and progressed per Haff and Triplett [12]. The outcomes of these interventions did not result in sustained pain and function im-
The patient’s surgical procedure resulted in immediate post-surgical improvement in pain per the NPRS and ability per the Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score [13] when comparing pre- and post-surgical values. Over the course of 23 physical therapy sessions the patient’s NPRS improved to 0/10 at best and 1/10 at its worst and an overall HOOS score of 93.1% (TABLE 1). At 6 and 12-week follow-up the NPRS and HOOS improvements were sustained.

**Discussion**

Diagnosing and then managing GTPS is multifactorial and can take more than three years to achieve [14]. Gluteus Medius calcific tendinitis is uncommon with reported values lower than the more common shoulder variation [15]. Typically, calcific tendinitis is self-limiting and can be treated with rest, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and physiotherapy however it can progress and become chronic. This case highlights the difficulty in diagnosing hip pain as there was concern origi-
nally that the spine was the cause for the patient’s hip pain. Practitioners should be prepared to rule out spinal nociceptive pain, somatic referred pain, radicular pain, and radiculopathy if they want to effectively treat the hip. In this case, lumbar MRI indicated degenerative disc disease and a L5 retroolisthesis while the patient clinical presentation was consistent with pain of spinal origin (below the knee radiant pain, S1 dermatomal numbness, S1 myotomal weakness, positive neurodynamic testing). Spine pain assumptions were then questioned since repeated lumbar spine epidural steroid injections did not affect the symptoms. The lateral hip and radiant thigh pain that remained were reproduced by the physical therapy hip examination and revealed numerous signs and symptoms concurrent with GTPS [5]. The lateral hip and radiant thigh pain is best described as being the result of somatic nociceptive radian pain patterns into pathways mimicking spinal nerve roots [6] much like sciatic nerve sensitization seen with hamstring syndrome. The work by Eliai et al [16]. Further expands on the potential for neural sensitization as they were able to induce, with no apparent axonal loss, pain-related behaviors, hyperalgesia, and allodynia with sensory testing in a rat’s saphenous nerve distribution through the induction of an inflammatory process at the peripheral nerve.

In this case GTPS treatment, including physical therapy and injection therapy included corticosteroid, tendon platelet-enriched plasma and stem cell injections [17] plateaued and required a surgical procedure to treat what was thought to be a MRI verified gluteus medius/minimus tear only to find out the MRI images were mistaken and there was actually intraoperatively verified calcific tendinitis and a heterotopic ossification. Westacott et al [18], attest to MRI’s potential false-positives for gluteal tendon tears due to its 33-100% sensitivity, 92-100% specificity, while Almedghio and Garneti [19] found that calcific tendinitis can mimic infection or muscle tearing on MRI because of extensive bursal fluid, soft tissue, and muscle edema.

**Conclusion**

This patient’s 22-month experience with gluteus medius/minimus calific tendinitis and heterotopic ossification highlights the difficulty both physicians and physical therapists have in diagnosing and treating GTPS. A detailed history and examination, the prescription of appropriate imaging studies, understanding potential imaging false positives, and the continued advocacy on behalf of the patient resulted in a surgical procedure that, when combined with skilled physical therapy, allowed for immediate and long-term sustained improvements.
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